Section 1. Title
OCGBPnPfF Implementation Funding

Section 2. Statement of Purpose
To provide for the implementation of the measure Off Campus Gift Bag Party Pack for Fun (OCGBPnPfF)

Section 3. Statement of Policy
1. A total of $200 will be allotted for the purchase of two blenders gift cards, three various candy bars, and one dish scrubber for each Ocean View apartment (23).

Section 4. Enactment
1. Upon the passage of this bill, the Westmont College Student Association will appropriate $200.00 to Jenna Catalon.
Appendix A Purchased Amazon Prime Items

A. Kleenex Facial Tissues with Lotion, 75 Count (Pack of 18)-- $19.49


C. 2 of Emergen-C Immune+ Dietary Supplement (Super Orange Flavor, 30-Count 0.33 oz. Packets)-- $10.28

D. 12 of Mr. Clean Magic Eraser Cleaning Sponge 4ct.-- $4.99

E. 8 of S.O.S Scrubber Sponge, Heavy Duty, 3 Count-- $2.11
F. 12 of Dawn Ultra Dishwashing Liquid Dish Soap Original Scent, two 21.6 oz bottles-- $5.34